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On this website, you can find the complete menu of Teahouse from Plymouth. Currently, there are 17 dishes and
drinks up for grabs. For changing offers, please contact the restaurant owner directly. You can also contact them

through their website. What User likes about Teahouse:
simply the best Chinese restaurant where we were ever. the fried cream cheese competitions could not have
been better. pot stickers are usually not my favorites, but they are great here. the service was timely and on a
Friday night we waited no more than 10 minutes between ordering and serving. will now be a regular place for

us. the portions are also generous. read more. The restaurant is accessible and can therefore also be used with
a wheelchair or physiological disabilities. What User doesn't like about Teahouse:

Its our Anniversary. We came to this restaurant because it's special for us. We love the soup dumplings.When we
first sat down we ordered the soup dumplings. We asked if we could order our main courses once they were

served, as they take a long time. He said that was okay.Apparently this upset both the server and cookstaff and
they refused to serve us entrees. He showed us other peoples entrees to make us feel bad.Be... read more.

Teahouse The brilliant Asian fusion cuisine will thrill you, the exquisite mix of familiar flavors and exciting new
creations will amaze!, Many guests show especially their enthusiasm for the versatile, fine Chinese cuisine. The
menus are prepared according to authentic Asian style, The visitors of the restaurant also consider the extensive

selection of differing coffee and tea specialities that the restaurant offers.
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Soup
WONTON SOUP

Chicke� mai� dishe�
GARLIC CHICKEN

Ho� drink�
TEA

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

NOODLES

LAMB

FISH

Ingredient� Use�
CREAM CHEESE

TOFU

BEEF

CHILI

PORK MEAT

VEGETABLES

GARLIC

CHICKEN

TRAVEL

CHEESE
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Opening Hours:
Tuesday 11:00 -21:00
Wednesday 11:00 -21:00
Thursday 11:00 -21:00
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